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 NET framework, FastMM, and CodeSnipers. The company was founded in 1996 and is headquartered in Cambridge, Massachusetts. CodeGear was incorporated in the mid-1980s as an independent software developer and commercial reseller of development tools and products by Menasha Corporation (now Synopsys). It was initially called DevPartner until it was renamed to CodeGear in 1997. In
the same year, CodeGear acquired VisualAge for C++, an IDE for C++ and C. Later in 1997 CodeGear was acquired by Borland. In September 2001, Borland sold its CodeGear division to privately held Altera Corporation. The products were then rebranded to Delphi, Delphi Prism and ATLAS. In October 2003, Altera sold its Delphi product line to a group of private investors and Altera

Corporation bought the whole CodeGear division. Altera renamed the division to CodeGear. Delphi was introduced at the end of December 2004. CodeGear introduced its first product, Delphi Prism in March 2005. The company also has many product lines including FastMM, CodeSnipers, Code Warrior, CodeSnag, Boostreplay, CodeCheck, Insights, Ippi, TData, OpenCppForms, and VCL
Compiler. In June 2006, CodeGear announced a purchase offer to create a new stand-alone company from the remainder of the former CodeGear product line. Altera and CodeGear finalized this transaction on September 5, 2006 and the new company was announced to be named Embarcadero Technologies on September 14, 2006. As of 2006, Embarcadero Technologies employs over 4,000 software

developers. Product history The products developed at CodeGear include Delphi Delphi was the company's flagship product and was first released in December 2004 as a successor to the product VisualAge for C++. The original Delphi compiler was later called XE. In April 2006, Embarcadero Technologies and Borland announced that Delphi would be available on the.NET framework. However,
this version, called Delphi 2007, was only available for Windows Vista. After this version was released, Borland pulled out of the.NET framework and did not offer support for Delphi. CodeGear offered to license the source code from Borland to implement native support for Linux and other Unix-based operating systems, but this offer was declined by Borland. Del 82157476af
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